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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a Korean large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition system based on
pseudomorpheme units. In Korean, an eojeol (word
phrase) is a unit for spacing and a morpheme is the
smallest unit with semantic meaning. If the eojeol is
used as the dictionary and language modeling unit, the
number of the unit becomes enormous. Instead we
propose to use modified morpheme or pseudomorpheme
as the basic recognition unit. We can recover the
original eojeol by concatenating graphemes of
pseudomorpheme components. We used a dictionary
and language model with pseudomorpheme/part-of-
speech entries where each entry can have multiple
pronunciations according to the morphology rule. With
32k-word vocabulary, the speaker-independent
character, pseudomorpheme, and eojeol recognition
accuracies on economy article database were 90.8%,
84.5%, and 81.3%, respectively.

Keywords: continuous speech recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

For American English, there are many large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems
evaluated on Wall Street Journal and NAB test sets
[1,2]. They recently achieved word error rate up to 9.1%
with 65k-word vocabulary. Japanese LVCSR systems
show 10% character error rates [3,4]. However, there
have been few attempts for Korean speech recognition
of newspaper articles yet. There are some reasons. First,
large-sized Korean speech database and text corpus are
not available yet.  Second, in Korean, a verb is heavily
inflected depending on its syntactic role. This
phenomenon also exists in Japanese. In Korean, an
eojeol (word phrase) is a spacing unit for orthography.
If the eojeol itself is used as dictionary and language
modeling unit, the number of distinct words explodes as
the running text becomes large and the number of out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words also increases [5]. This
results in very poor recognition performance. Therefore,
we need a smaller morpheme-like unit for LVCSR.
Third, there are inter-morpheme pronunciation
variations according to the morphology rule. We have

to take into consideration the phonological phenomena
when we select morpheme as dictionary and language
modeling unit.

To overcome the above problems, we used
pronunciation-dependent pseudomorpheme as
dictionary and language modeling unit. We also added
questions on inter-morpheme boundaries in the decision
tree to reflect inter-morpheme phonological phenomena.
We attached a part-of-speech (POS) tag to each
dictionary entry so that pseudomorphemes can be
merged into a valid sequence of eojeols in the Korean
writing system.

We tested the recognizer on Korean newspaper articles
in the economy field. With 32k-word vocabulary on
economy article database, we achieved the speaker-
independent character, pseudomorpheme, and eojeol
recognition accuracies of 90.8%, 84.5%, and 81.3%,
respectively. When compared with other languages,
pseudomorpheme accuracy corresponds to word
accuracy in English and syllable accuracy to Kana or
Kanji accuracy in japanese.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe speech and text database used for this work. In
Section 3, we describe Korean morphology and
automatic morphology analyzer. In Section 4, we
describe acoustic modeling and language modeling of
the pseudomorpheme-based speech recognizer. In
Section 5, we show the experimental results . Finally in
Section 6, conclusions are drawn.

2. SPEECH DATABASE AND TEXT
CORPUS

To train and test out LVCSR system, we used three
kinds of speech database available. The first one was
recorded 10h speech read by 50 persons in office
environments. The read text includes newspaper
editorials, stories, sentences from the elementary-school
textbook. The second was 10h read speech of trade-
related sentences read by 150 persons. To augment the
read speech data, we used additional 10h conversational
speech database comprising 1,598 dialogs by 190
persons. This database has hand-labeled transcriptions
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which was used to get initial acoustic models of our
recognizer.

To get good language models, a large text corpus is
critical. We gathered economy articles of last 3 years
from two newspaper web sites of Chosunilbo and
Dongailbo. Then we processed hypertext markup
language (HTML) documents to extract text data only.
We converted Arabic numerals and units of weights and
measures into their corresponding pronunciations, and
then converted Chinese or Japanese characters into
Korean characters. English alphabets used in acronyms
were kept and their pronunciations were reflected into
dictionary to distinguish two Korean and English words
with the same pronunciation. We inserted sentence-
begin and -end words to mark sentences. We also
converted special symbols with actual pronunciation
into their pronunciations. For example, ‘-’ and ‘~’
between two numerals usually means ‘from’ and
pronounced as /eso/ in Korean. We then removed
punctuation marks (non-verbalized text) and remaining
non-English or non-hangul 2-byte characters. In some
HTML documents, there were often erroneous line
break inside an eojeol. We automatically corrected these
word segmentation errors by using syllable trigrams.
We call this 12M eojeol text corpus. Later we
augmented the text corpus with 8 M eojeol articles from
another newspaper web sites. This corpus was used to
get language models for the best system performance.

3. PSEDOMORPHEME ANALYZER
3.1 Korean Morphology
In the Korean language, a noun can have suffixes
representing case and a verb is heavily inflected. A
morpheme is the smallest unit with sematic meaning.
There may be pronunciation change between two
morphemes by the morphological rule, especially in
case of two consecutive consonants. That is, a verb stem
with the same meaning can have several different
graphemes depending on its following ending. Table 1
shows examples of Korean morphology.

Spacing in written texts is done in the eojeol unit. A
particle should be written without space after the
previous non-particle word. In Korean literatures, two
or more nouns can be written without a between-word
space like the German language. Because a morpheme
can have several meanings, we need POS information
attached in order to dictate Korean sentences. Korean is
a syllabic language and a syllable makes a character.

3.2 Pseudomorpheme Analyzer
We used modified morpheme or pseudomorpheme as
the basic recognition unit for Korean continuous speech
recognition. The pseudomorpheme is characterized as
its pronunciation is maintained. Two or more
morphemes representing auxiliary word-stems and

word-endings are merged to make a pseudomorpheme,
which reduces recognition difficulty due to relatively a
small number of phones in the morpheme components.
The resulting pseudomorpheme sequence obtained by
segmenting an eojeol can be concatenated back to
produce the original eojeol.

Table 1. Examples of Korean morphology.
Eojeol Decomposition

by morpheme
Translation

hoteleui hotel eui (of the) hotel
hotello hotel lo (to the) hotel
hotelgwa hotel gwa hotel (and)
ssuda ssu da write (base form)
ssubnida ssu bnida write

(normal ending)
ssusibnida ssu si bnida write (honorific)
ssossumnida sso ss umnida wrote (past)
arumdaun arumdau n beautiful
arumdabda arumdab da (is) beautiful

In Table 1, a morpheme ‘ssu’ (base form meaning
write) has two different pronunciations of ‘ssu’ and
‘sso’. The morpheme sequence of ‘ssu si bnida’ was
then converted into a pseudomorpheme sequence of
‘ssu sibnida’ by merging two morphemes.

We have modified a Korean morphology analyzer [6] to
produce a sequence of pseudomorphemes from a
sentence. We did not split eojeols of inflected auxiliary
verbs because their frequency were very high. We also
merged a suffix and the following particle into a new
pseudomorpheme. This is because suffixes are usually
very short and thus are error-prone. In addition to
segmenting word-endings and particles, the analyzer
have to decompose compound nouns. We converted the
eojeol-based text database into pseudomorpheme-based
database. An eojeol was converted into average 1.8
pseudomorphemes.

Figure 1 Coverage with increasing the number of

distinct vocabulary entries for eojeol-based (triangle)
and pseudomorpheme-based (square) systems

Figure 1 shows the coverage as the number of distinct
vocabulary entries increases. With 32k entries, the
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coverage becomes 97.6% using pseudomorpheme units
while at most 72.9% using eojeol units. In Table 2, we
showed detailed statistics of the 12M eojeol text corpus.

Table 2. 12M eojeol  text corpus.
Sentences 772k
Total eojeols 12M
Total pseudomorphemes 22M
Distinct eojeols 1.2M
Distinct pseudomorphemes 281k
POS of pseudomorphemes (%)

- nouns (including English
acronyms)

56.1

- particles 18.7
- verbs and adjectives 9.0
- suffixes 6.9
- endings 5.3
- adverbs and adnouns 3.4
- foreign words, interjections, and
others

0.6

4. LVCSR SYSTEM
4.1 Acoustic Modeling
Speech signals were sampled at 16kHz to produce 16
bit data. The window size was 16ms and the frame shift
was 10ms. We used PLP cepstrum and its differential
coefficients as feature. Then a linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) was performed. We used 40 basic
phonemes. For each phoneme, we used a 3-state hidden
Markov model without skip transition. For observation
probability, we used senone-based acoustic modeling.
To model coarticulation between eojeols and
morphemes, we used both inter-word modeling and
inter-morpheme modeling. We used a decision tree to
cluster contexts. The question whether the current
phoneme is on pseudomorpheme boundaries or not was
used in addition to the conventional question on eojeol-
boundaries. The maximum context width was 3 for both
left and right directions.

4.2 Language Modeling
When a morphology analyzer extracts morphemes from
roots of an eojeol, pronunciations of the extracted
morphemes often become different from pronunciation
in the eojeol. The pronunciation of a morpheme is
subject to hard morphological rules depending on
adjacent morphemes. When a word has several different
pronunciations, multiple entries are used in the
pronunciation dictionary and language model to cope
with phonological variations between morpheme
boundaries. The base unit was pronunciation-dependent
pseudomorpheme. Pronunciations of a sequence of
pseudomorphemes was automatically generated [7]. We
added part-of-speech tags for lexical and language
model items to automatically space recognition results

in the eojeol unit. This has an effect of reducing
perplexity slightly.

4.3 Decoding Algorithm
The decoder consists of three stages. We search lexcial
tree in the first pass, then contruct lattice, and finally
rescore lattice. In the tree search, we distribute unigram
scores in the search tree to apply language constraints
earlier before arriving leaf nodes.

5. RECOGNITION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

The number of codebooks was 1,000 and the number of
senones was 5,000 in the baseline system. The test set
consists of 156 sentences, equivalently  3,627 eojeols
or 11,981 characters including spaces. In the baseline
system, we used neither inter-morpheme acoustic
modeling nor pronunciation-dependent language models.
The character, pseudomorpheme, and eojeol  accuracy
was 84.5%, 75.0%, and 69.6%, respectively. Then we
used only inter-morpheme acoustic modeling. The
character, pseudomorpheme, and eojeol  accuracy was
87.4%, 78.2%, and 74.7%, respectively. The
pseudomorpheme accuracy corresponds to word
recognition accuracy of American English speech
recognizers.

Table 3. Peplexities and OOV rates for varing
vocabulary size when pronunciation-depedent units are
used or not.
vocabulary size 16k 16k-

pron
32k 32k-

pron
Unigrams 16k 16k 32k 32k
Bigrams 1.0M 1.0M 1.1M 1.1M
Trigrams 2.4M 2.4M 2.5M 2.5M
Trigram hit ratio
(%)

62 61 60 59

OOV rate (%) 2.88 3.13 1.37 1.44
Perplexity

Train set 63.1 63.1 66.9 66.9

Lm test set 116.8 117.1 129.3 130.1
Test set 103.9 104.6 113.0 114.8

We then used pronunciation-dependent language
models. Table 3 shows statistics on perplexity, out-of-
vocabulary ratio, and hit ratio as vocabulary size
changes. In all columns, we used bigram and trigram
cutoff values of 1 to obtain trigrams [8]. We set aside a
language model test data with 24,970 sentences with
372,545 eojeols in order to increase reliability of
statistical values for language modeling. With 32k
vocabulary, perplexities for train set, language model
test set, and recognition test set were 67, 130, and 115,
respectively. By using a new language model with
pronunciation-dependent units, we obtained a test-set
perplexity slightly larger than that without



pronunciation-dependent language model. However,
this comparison is not fully meaningful because the
vocabulary size remained the same and therefore
OOV rate increased for the new language model. The
constraint in pseudomorpheme sequences have
influence on acoustic modeling.

Table 4 shows the number of dictionary entries with
multiple pronunciations. In our experiments, about 5%
of 32k vocabulary entries have multiple pronunciations.

Table 4. Number of dictionary entries with multiple
pronunciations.
Vocabulary size 32k
Entries with multiple pronunciations

- nouns 371
- particles 50
- verbs and adjectives 221
- suffixes with particles 761
- endings 224
- adverbs and adnouns 1
total 1,628

Maximum number of pronunciations
per entry

5

Table 5 shows the recognition accuracies with varying
vocabulary size and cutoff values in trigram language
modeling. When pronunciation-dependent dictionary
and trigrams of 32k word vocabulary were used with
the cutoff values of 1 both for bigram and trigram, the
pseudomorpheme recognition accuracy increased from
78.2% to 80.0%, reducing 8% of recognition errors. The
perplexity of 4-gram was 109, reducing 4% of
perplexity. The 4-gram was not yet applied to our
system.

Table 5. Recognition accuracies versus vocabulary size
using pronunciation-dependent dictionary and trigrams.
Vocabulary size 16k 16k 32k 32k
Cutoff 1,1 2,2 1,1 2,2
Perplexity 105 118 114 130
OOV rate (%) 3.13 3.13 1.44 1.44
Recognition accuracy(%)

character 87.3 87.0 88.1 87.7
pseudomorpheme 78.6 78.1 80.0 79.6
eojeol 75.1 74.1 76.5 75.5

By increasing text corpus size from 12M to 20M, the
system yielded pseudomorpheme recognition accuracy
of 83.8%. We increased acoustic parameters; the
number of codebooks to 1,500 and the number of
senones to 7,500 and the number of mixtures in a
codebook to 24. The character, pseudomorpheme, and
eojeol accuracies were 90.8%, 84.5%, and 81.3%,
respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS
To reduce vocabulary size for Korean large vocabulary
speech recognition, we selected pseudomorpheme as the

unit for dictionary and language model. We used inter-
morpheme acoustic modeling and pronunciation-
dependent language models. We achieved 90.8% of
character recognition accuracy and 84.5%
pseudomorpheme recognition accuracy which is
equivalent to word recognition accuracy in western
speech recognition systems. Future works will be
focused on better inter-morpheme modeling, increasing
speech database and text corpus, implementation of 4-
gram, and use of cache-based language models.

Table 6. Recognition accuracies when system
parameters are increased.
Recognition accuracy
(%)

Increasing
text corpus
size

Increasing
acoustic
parameters

character 90.6 90.8
pseudomorpheme 83.8 84.5
eojeol 80.8 81.3
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